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cemetery of the murdered daughters: feminism, history, and ... - my feminist sisters in women in
german stood behind me through the hard decades during which early feminists in german studies like me
established themselves in the u.s. academy, and i thank them for being there. ... bachmann, ed. sigrid weigel
(münchen: edition text + kritik, 1984), 156 –179 ; cover, preface, abbreviations, and introduction lennox, sara, "cover, preface, abbreviations, and introduction" (2006).cemetery of the murdered daughters:
feminism, history, and ... inge von weidenbaum, and sigrid weigel. i would also like to thank fellow bachmann
scholars karen achberger, robert pichl, karen remmler, ... the hard decades during which early feminists in
german studies like me foreign rights news - chbeck - dear publishers and friends, we are proud to
announce that our authors aleida assmann, professor of literature and cultural studies, and jan assmann,
professor of egyptology and cultural studies, will receive this year’s peace prize of the german book
tradearded since 1950 and with susan sontag, orhan pamuk and navid kermani amongs its previous recipients,
eva geulen associate directors: georg toepfer, daniel weidner - the german-jewish paul7 idan gillo
correspondence and afterlife. ernst jünger’s letter archive4 detlev schöttker speaking/speeches about poetry1
insa braun * life lessons and the art of life. translating life into philosophy and the arts 1 georg toepfer;
charlotte bretschnei-der, patrick hohlweck, mareike schildmann the shifting borders of ... science of the
swastika - muse.jhu - science of the swastika mees, bernard published by central european university press
mees, bernard. science of the swastika. budapest: central european university press, 2008. sensual
encounters: bibliography - columbia university - the exemplar, with two german sermons. translated by
frank tobin. new york: paulist press, 1989. _____. the little book of eternal wisdom and the little book of truth.
translated by james m. clark. london: faber and faber, 1953. tauler, johannes. die predigten taulers. edited by
ferdinand vetter. deutschen texte des mittelalters 11. anhang - link.springer - 3. ausgewählte
sekundärliteratur zusätzliche literatur findet sich jeweils am schluß der einzelnen handbuchartikel. 3.1.
sammelbände albrecht/göttsche (1998): »Über die zeit schreiben«.
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